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Scribd migrates 
to the cloud with 
Panther 
Real-time visibility into AWS cloud 
infrastructure allows Scribd to move confidently 
into the cloud. 
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• 
Benefits 

v Rapidly expanding cloud 

infrastructure 

v Real-time event and infrastructure 

monitoring 

v Security visibility across 20+ AWS 

accounts 

v Large volumes of security data v Granular, customized alerts 

v Ensuring consistent configurations 

across its AWS infrastructure 

v Out-of-the-box detections for 

identifying AWS misconfigurations 

v Increased productivity with high 

fidelity customized alerts 

v Faster infrastructure creation with 

fewer misconfigurations 

Scribd is a reading subscription service that offers access to books, audiobooks, newspapers, magazine articles, 

sheet music, documents and more. In 2020, Scribd migrated its entire infrastructure from a legacy data center to 

Amazon Web Services (AWS). 

Scribd needs to collect, process, analyze AWS data, Saas application logs, and more to ensure security for its 

employees and more than 80 milli on users. 

The Challenge 
As part of its cloud migration strategy, Scribd needed to 

ensure that no cross connections existed between the 

development and production environment systems accounts. 

The company used AWS universal event logging for all 

resources and established highly granular permissions 

settings. However, for full visibility, Scribd needed to optimize 

native AWS CloudTrail, AWS 1AM, and the Instance Metadata 

Service (IMDS) event logging and permissions settings. 

Visibility Issues Limited Scalability 

As Scribd expanded its infrastructure, managing event 

logging in the AWS supplied tools became 

time-consuming and burdensome. Moreover, Scribd 

soon found that the native tools failed to provide the 

level of visibility they needed. 

Lost Productivity from Poor Alert Quality 

While Scribd was able to set granular controls to 

secure its AWS environment, alerting within the native 

tools lacked the context necessary to prioritize alerts. 

Additionally, AWS tools lacked the ability to customize 

alerts, leaving Scribd unable to extend the 1AM 

permission granularity to other types of rules and 

policies. This meant security staff wasted valuable 

time investigating false positives. 






